RUSSIAN LANGUAGE, LITERATURE AND CULTURE MINOR
Plan Requirements

Campus: UMICH
Career: UENG
Program: RLLCBSEEP

RG 7027 RUSSIAN LANGUAGE, LITERATURE AND CULTURE (RUSSIAN) MINOR
PREREQUISITES

Effective FA04/1510 (09/07/2004)

RQ 3798 Russian Minor Prerequisite
Effective FA04/1510 (09/07/2004)
LN 0010 RUSSIAN 201 or Equivalent

RG 7028 RUSSIAN MINOR CORE
Effective FA04/1510 (09/07/2004)

RQ 3799 Required Courses for Russian Minor
Effective FA04/1510 (09/07/2004)
LN 0010 RUSSIAN 202, 203 or RCLANG 293
LN 0020 Minimum of six hours of upper level approved course work.
LN 0030 Additional six hours of approved course work. Does not need to be upper level.

RQ 3800 Residency and GPA Requirement for Russian Minor
Effective FA04/1510 (09/07/2004)
LN 0010 Residency for Russian Minor.
LN 0020 Russian Minor 2.0 GPA  (precondition not in 000021)